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Undergraduate and Graduate Research Projects On Plug-In Hybrid Electric 

Vehicles (PHEVs) Supported by the Local Electrical Power Company 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper will chronicle the implementation of the offer of support for students to do applied 

research in the area of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) by the area electrical power 

company into a working program in which both undergraduate and graduate students have 

participated. 

 

The local electrical power distribution and transmission company, CenterPoint Energy, 

developed an interest in plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). They contacted the 

administration of the College of Technology at the University of Houston to ask if there was an 

interest in student research projects in PHEVs, and the problems associated with implementing 

an infrastructure to serve them.  The Electrical Power Engineering Technology Program faculty 

was very interested in the power company proposal since this would be an opportunity for 

students to learn by working on real world problems. 

 

CenterPoint Energy would provide a stipend for the undergraduate students taking special 

problems courses in PHEV topics, which would be under the guidance of one of the authors, an 

Electrical Power Engineering Technology faculty member.  In addition the CenterPoint Energy 

would provide the PHEV to study, the necessary data gathering equipment, and advertise the 

involvement of the College of Technology and CenterPoint in the project.  The CenterPoint 

Representative wanted the product from undergraduate student projects to be a presentation by 

the students on their research projects to a group of employees of the Power Company. The 

graduate research activity is being supported by funding a graduate research assistant position for 

one of the authors who is involved in smart-grid research. The expected outcome of the graduate 

research component is a contribution of the student to the research results that will be 

disseminated in technical conferences and journal papers. 

 

The undergraduate project activity began fall semester 2008 with two students studying the cost 

of operation of the company hybrid and PHEV vehicles, the company had one of each, and 

comparing the cost with data from fleets of similarly sized conventionally fueled vehicles. 

Delays in obtaining equipment and the PHEV conversion resulted in a late start in the fall 

semester and the project continued through the spring 2009 semester.  The students made their 

presentation to a group of power company employees with an interest in PHEVs.  A graduate 

student studied smart grid accommodation strategies for PHEVs starting in the summer of 2009. 

The initial study result has been submitted to an IEEE conference. 

 

The undergraduate projects continued during the fall semester of 2009 with five students 

studying topics relevant to PHEVs. The program is expected to continue through the 2010 spring 

semester with five more students participating. The goal of the Power Company, and the 

Electrical Power program, is to continue the student undergraduate and graduate practical 

research projects of interest to the Power Company in various technical areas.   
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This paper will report on projects through the fall semester of 2009, and the planned projects 

through the spring semester of 2010.  The success of the program will be decided by evaluation 

of the student talks by the Power Company contacts, and by student comments on the value to 

them of their participation in the program. 

 

Initial Contact  

 

In April, 2008, late in the spring semester, a representative of the local electrical power 

company, CenterPoint Energy, contacted the College of Technology at the University of 

Houston, to inquire whether the faculty of the College had an interest in mentoring 

undergraduate students who would participate in projects concerning plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles (PHEVs).  The local electrical power company, CenterPoint Energy, had developed an 

interest in PHEVs, and wished to convert a hybrid SUV into a plug-in hybrid SUV.  The 

Electrical Power Engineering Technology (EPET) faculty was very interested in such projects.  

The Electrical Power Engineering Technology major has a long relationship with the distribution 

area of the CenterPoint Energy, but had no knowledge of their interest in PHEVs.  The 

CenterPoint Energy representative said the company wished to have a joint effort with 

University of Houston to provide good advertising for both the company and the university, and 

to strengthen the linkage between the company and the university.   The project would be to put 

young minds to work on PHEVs and PHEV implementation problems to see what might be 

discovered.  The electrical power technology faculty members were very interested in projects 

that would provide undergraduate student with practice investigating practical problems that 

would impact the automotive industry, the electrical power industry, as well as individuals.  The 

projects would help the students with their research skills, and further develop their enthusiasm 

for their chosen field of study, as pointed out by Owens and Murkowski
1
.  Additionally students 

participating in industry-sponsored projects and problems gain confidence according to Roth and 

Light
 2

.   Scot and Boyd
3
 have indicated that industry sponsored research help student improve 

their professionalism, problem solving skills, and communication ability. The students would do 

their research projects in special problems courses as technical electives. The CenterPoint 

Energy representative stated that the final product of the special problems would be a 

presentation to employees of the electric power company.   

 

A Meeting was set up to discuss the possible directions that the projects might take.  The meeting 

included the Chair of the Engineering Technology programs, the Associate Dean of Research, 

and faculty from the mechanical and electrical power programs and the CenterPoint Energy 

representative.  After some discussion of the possibility of the student project being the 

conversion of the hybrid SUV, which had already been ordered, to plug-in hybrid, it was decided 

to have a meeting with a local person who had experience with converting hybrid vehicles to 

plug-in hybrid vehicles to discuss the project technical requirement in more detail. 

 

Shortly after the second meeting the electric company representative decided that a company in 

Colorado, whose primary business was doing hybrid to plug-in hybrid conversions, would be 

used for the conversion.  The reasons for using the hybrid to PHEV conversion company were: 

a) The time needed for the students to develop the breadth and depth of expertise needed to do 

the initial design calculations, material procurement and certification, and construction of the 

vehicle conversion. b) The control package and battery assembly for the conversion would 
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require quite some time for the students to acquire the required in-depth knowledge to perform 

the design and assembly of the conversion package. c) CenterPoint Energy needed to have the 

conversion done by a company that met the automobile manufacturers and federal requirements 

for certification of the vehicle for commercial use.  Thus, the student projects would than be 

associated with testing the vehicle, acquiring performance data, and the problems and possible 

solutions to the widespread implementation of plug-in hybrid vehicles. 

 

The objective of the projects, to be performed as elective special problem courses, would be for 

the students to develop practical research and data analysis skills and apply them to PHEVs.  The 

electrical power faculty, of which there are two, started working on a proposal to CenterPoint 

Energy, and two students registered for the first course in the fall of 2008.  One student 

registered for one semester hour and the other for three semester hours. 

 

Project History for the 2008 Academic Year 

 

The initial project for the two students, working together, in the PHEV project was to collect data 

to obtain the cost of operation of the company hybrid and PHEV vehicles, the company had one 

if each, and comparing it with data from fleets of similarly sized conventionally fueled vehicles. 

However, the project did not go as smoothly as planned.  The PHEV conversion was not 

completed until well after the middle of the fall semester.  Plans were made as to how to make 

the measurements and what measurements were necessary. When the PHEV arrived in early in 

December the two EPET students and the power faculty member in charge of the course met 

with the company representative for PHEV related activities to see the plug-in hybrid SUV and 

to discuss the data needed and the data gathering equipment needs.   

 

The discussion led to the investigation of the data gathering capabilities of the troubleshooting 

and analysis equipment that the vehicles came equipped with.  Ultimately the vehicle data 

gathering equipment was deemed adequate for all but the pollution analysis.  The electric power 

company hybrid electric vehicle had a data transmission system to relay almost real time 

operating information from the vehicle to a central receiving station for storage and distribution.  

A second data transmission system was installed in the PHEV by the electric power company 

personnel.  CenterPoint Energy had a company contracted to perform annual safety inspections 

on all of their vehicles, thus they were able to provide the pollution data.  A web site had been set 

up to allow those with a pass word access to the data gathered on the hybrid vehicle. The PHEV 

data was added to the web site and the students were given a password to access both the hybrid 

vehicle and PHEV data.  At this point the fall semester was finished and the project was not 

complete. 

 

The proposal was approved about midway through the fall 2008 semester.  The electrical power 

faculty began work on an agreement for 2009. The two students each re-enrolled for one 

semester hour of special problems in the spring of 2009 to finish their project.   

 

Spring 2009 

 

The most challenging task the students encountered was finding data on equivalently sized fleet 

vehicles that were gasoline fueled, but some data were found.  Data on hybrid vehicle fleets was 
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not found, but the city of Houston was asked by CenterPoint Energy to share some of their data 

on their experimental hybrid vehicle fleet.  The data from the PHEV was extrapolated to estimate 

costs. Thus, on Monday, May 11, 2009 the two students made their presentation to a group of 

employees of CenterPoint Energy and four representatives from the university including their 

electrical power special problems advisor. 

 

Their talk included a brief description of plug-in hybrid vehicles and their advantages compared 

to hybrid vehicles.  The students reported the relative fuel efficiency, vehicle emissions, cost, 

resale value, and average maintenance cost for the PHEV SUV studied, the same SUV in hybrid 

and non-hybrid form (CenterPoint Energy already had a small fleet of the SUVs), a Prius hybrid 

vehicle, and a small gasoline fleet of vehicles for which the students found data.  They also 

reported on the different levels of PHEV charging stations and the estimated per station cost of 

each level.  The Prius hybrid had the best fuel economy and lowest emission level. 

 

Their report was well received and a lively discussion followed the presentation.  There were no 

evaluation forms for this presentation because the nature of the makeup and number of audience 

members at the presentation was not known in advance.  The students, grades were given by 

their electrical power faculty advisor based on discussion with the CenterPoint Energy PHEV 

representative and comments by the power company employees who were able to attend.   

 

Near the end of the spring 2008 semester the CenterPoint Energy representative reported that he 

and the company had approved a stipend for each of four undergraduate students for the fall 

2009 special problems. Additionally CenterPoint would provide support for one graduate student 

to work in the summer on a research project with one of the authors, who had already been 

working on intelligent grid problems.  

 

Summer 2009 

 

One of the authors, an electrical power technology faculty member, with a graduate student 

supported by CenterPoint Energy, studied impacts of PHEVs in the smart grid environment.  

These included impacts of PHEV charging on the primary and secondary grid, methods of 

encouraging off-peak charging of PHEVs, on-peak charging responses to PHEV charging, and 

system capabilities and modes needed for recording and routing both technical and financial data 

handling.  A paper has been prepared, co-authored by the graduate student, for presentation to a 

professional society. 

 

Fall 2009 

 

Five students enrolled for a three hour special problems class on PHEV for the fall semester of 

2009. Additional funds were approved for the fifth student.  The students’ projects were: 

 

 1. Two students worked as a team to investigate public PHEV charging design, billing, 

 adaptation as PHEV numbers increase, and infrastructure requirement considerations.  

 Their presentation was titled Public Charging Stations for PHEVs.  The students reported 

 on legislation related to PHEVs, PHEV charging station design and access 

 considerations, safety issues in the design of PHEV charging stations, and the need for 
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 initial government investment of some form in PHEVs and PHEV charging 

 infrastructure. 

 

 They concluded that a substantial public charging infrastructure will be required for 

 PHEV adoption to become widespread.  Without the public charging stations people will 

 not have the confidence to venture too far from home in their PHEVs.  The initial 

 charging infrastructure will require substantial governmental investment, but as PHEV 

 numbers rise, the private business support will increase and government support should 

 be able to decrease.  They noted that standards for charging stations are in existence, but 

 and are subject to change as requirement change. 

 

 2. One student investigated cost, design and planning considerations for new charging 

 stations within existing commercial garages.  This resulted in a presentation titled Plug-In 

 Technology Garage Charging Development.  His talk included PHEV technology, 

 National Electric Code requirements, grid and local electric utility concerns, construction 

 constraints and implementation details, and metering and payment methods. He also 

 discussed future implementation possibilities depending on economic condition impacts 

 on PHEV implementation.   

 

 He noted that the garage structures are normally serviced with fewer KVA per square 

 foot than other commercial buildings.  Therefore existing service structures would not 

 need to be upgraded in the near term. The addition of initial 10 to 20 charging stations 

 would not create the potential for an overload. This will result in the initial plug in station 

 project cost in the range of 15 to 20 thousand dollars.  

 

 3. One student studied PHEVs as power sources singly or in groups.  Her presentation 

 was titled Alternate Uses for Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicles.  She discussed 

 applications of PHEVs as emergency power providers for individuals, and for groups of 

 PHEVs feeding power into a local area via the distribution system in the event of local 

 neighborhood outage. She also discussed the requirements for PHEV to grid power 

 transfer for topping power, and infrastructure improvements needed for the previous two 

 applications. 

 

 Her conclusions were that as the adoption of PHEVs increases they could be potentially  

 useful for vehicle to grid (V2G) electricity transfers for emergency power during high 

 energy demands at times supply might be limited, but that a substantial amount of 

 infrastructure control and equipment will be needed to make V2G possible in any 

 substantive manner.  The most immediate alternative use for PHEV, she said, could be 

 for individual dwelling emergency power during outages. 

 

 4. One student studied possible future alternatives to lithium ion batteries for PHEVs His 

 presentation was titled PHEV Battery Technology. His talk included lithium ion battery 

 advantages, lithium supplies, sodium sulfur batteries and the supply of the battery 

 constituents, nuclear liquid semiconductor batteries, and molten salt electrolyte batteries.  
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 His conclusion was that for the near future there are no currently known economically 

 viable alternatives to lithium ion batteries for PHEVs. 

 

The late date of the end of the semester and finals, coupled with various business and Christmas 

activities of employees of CenterPoint Energy, and business travel by the PHEV representative 

made it impossible to gather a group of CenterPoint Energy employees for the student 

presentations. Thus, only the CenterPoint Energy PHEV representative and the project professor 

were gathered to hear the student presentations.  A rating form was prepared for the CenterPoint 

Energy representative and the professor to rate the presentations.  It is illustrated in Figure 1 

below. The students did not rate one another’s presentations because of the difficulty of 

providing anonymity. 

 

 

 

 

PHEV PROJECT CLASS PRESENTATION RATING SHEET 

 

PRESENTER(S) _______________names pre-typed by professor____  

 

PRESENTATION TOPIC ______________________________________________ 

 

PRESENTATION (100 pts) 

 

1.  CONTENT (40 pts)  __________ 

2.  PREPARATION (20 pts)  __________ 

3.  ORGANIZATION (20 pts) __________ 

4.  PRESENTATION (20 pts)           __________ 

      

              TOTAL         __________ 

 

COMMENTS: 

 

Figure 1. PHEV Class Presentation Evaluation Rubric 

 

Response to Presentations 

 

The CenterPoint Energy PHEV representative was very pleased with the presentations, the 

student questions, and their answers.  There were many questions from both the class members 

and the CenterPoint Energy representative for each presenter, and the students answered the 

questions well.  The CenterPoint Energy PHEV representative asked each presenter what they 

thought the most important next step or next item to investigate mentioned in their report would 

be.  He was pleased with their answers. 

 

The student comments about their investigation and presentation were very positive.  They 

indicated that their special problems investigations were both educational and enjoyable. They 

were quite impressed with the questions and comments of their fellow students and the 
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CenterPoint Energy PHEV representative.  Most commented on the high quality of their fellow 

students presentations. 

 

Spring Semester 2010 

 

CenterPoint Energy continued the project for two more years.  Five students are enrolled in 

spring semester PHEV Special Topics.  The student projects (one for each student) are: 

 

 1. A study of economically feasible markets for lithium PHEV batteries and their 

components after their useful life for PHEV application is over. 

 

 2. A study of PHEV system requirements to be used as backup emergency power by 

individual households and in groups for neighborhoods. 

 

 3. A study of equipment and procedures needed to assure most PHEV charging is done in 

low demand time bands. 

 

 4. A study of the NUC code and other requirements for the construction and installation 

requirements for PHEV level one, two, and three charging stations. 

 

 5. A study of the harmonics associated with PHRV operation and charging with emphasis 

on potential problems and possible solutions resulting from the harmonics. 

 

At this time five students have requested permission to enroll in the five fall 2010 PHEV Special 

Problems classes. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

A “real life” topic to investigate appears to make the students more enthusiastic about their 

studies. 

 

The students said they benefited from being exposed to the practical problems of implementing a 

new technology, and examining the infrastructure requirements for expanding the use the 

technology, both initially and as the technology matures and is more widely accepted. 

 

The students in the PHEV projects liked the contact with the industrial representative. The 

willingness of the industrial representative to meet with the students, or give a talk to the class 

appeared to be very inspiring for the students.  

 

The linkage between CenterPoint Energy and the university was strengthened and new 

relationships were formed. 

 

Special problems classes are self paced. Thus the instructor required a weekly report. In the 

future the reports will be required in outline form with the new report of each week built on to 

the last.  The combined report outlines of the students’ investigations, when completed near the 
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semesters end should then provide the students with the framework for their reports.  This may 

be a way to keep the investigation process organized for the students. 

 

 Instructor approval should be required for enrollment in industry sponsored special problems 

courses with preset topic areas. The student must have a genuine interest in the area of study for 

the project to succeed.  This requirement would then prevent participation by students who have 

no particular interest in that particular topic.  Special problems courses as electives can be 

arranged in the department for students to study and write a paper about any electrical power 

problem or area in which they have an interest.   

 

Guiding and helping the students in their study of PHEVs was interesting and inspiring for the 

EPET faculty members. 
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